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r' IHTRODUCTION

The toolaX life of ohlckene has interested biologiets for

xaany years* Much of whet is known today eaae dxiring the last

twenty years from the laboratories of Prof, w, C, Allee and his

associates, and Dr« A« M* Octhl, of Kansas State College.

Fowls hairs ebapaeteristlc ways of behaTlng which nnist be

considered when working with them, either experimentally or on

the poultry farm. Flocks of hens are OP^nised, and man*s

eanlpulations or interferences with their social systsa awy cause

repercussions that will be reflected in the progress of their de«>

velocraent or in the egg production of the flock, which is the

primary concern of the coaoimeroial poultryman*

Events occurring during and subsequent to the assemblage of

a flock are of particular significance, since at the stage of

peck-order formation the individuals form habits which may per-

sist for many weeks, or even months*

From a practical standpoint it seems reasoaable to conclude

that a aanager of flocla should keep thes« gfvaps as stable as

possible , so as to keep the tension of the group at a minimum.

This will also result in less interference during feeding and

other activities that occur in the pen. Experiments have demon-

strated that when strange hens are introduced into an organised

group, the tension and social activity increase until the social

position of the new Individual Is determined.

The practice of combining flocks subsequent to culling



pp«»cnt8 probloms that merit consideration. If birds must b«

shifted, the number of birds Introduced should be approximately

equal to the nuniber in the pen. Thm greater the deviation from

this ratio, the more serious the social stress placed on the out*

numbered individuals. Recent experimental evidence hat ahova

that additional sources of food and water v/ould be helpful until

it be<»Rie8 evident that the birds intermingle quite freely.

Chickens can and do make adjustments to changing situatloiuii

Iwwaver, alteration of habits requires time, and the effects pro-

duead in the interim may be costly to the producer as well as to

the research worker.

This experiment was set up to study some of the effects of

social disruptions on egg production.

REVIEW OF LITBRATURS

Sanctuary (1932) made a study of dominance orders aasong

chickens. He observed that a certain percentage of fully mature

^ite Leghorn pullets would go out of laying condition within a

miek or two after being placed in their winter quarters. Thesa

birds were seen to spend much of their time on the top of smm

window fixture and on the roosts during the daytima. Several of

these birds went into a neck molt. The cause for this was at

first thought to be a lack in the ration or aosM fault in

sent.

The first clue to a connect explanation caJT» throa|Ji

incident. Four birds irore plaeed in a show coop; one waa reaeved.



tJpon roturnlng to replace this bird with the others. It

served that a M«oad bird had hecone a domloMrixig boss of tta*

rsBHiinlng two, for each was In a 8«i»rate comer trying to protect

Itself frc»n the peeks of the boss bird. Bird number one was thMi

placed in the coop* She gave the domineering bird that was in the

eaga one peck. The other birds again took interest in life and

all was peaceful in the coop once more, for bird nnmber one was a

lenient boss. At once a hypothesis was fcrraulated in explanation

of wl»t was obs«w«d« Three other observations during the next

two years confirmed the order of dominance theory.

Ifcich of the basic infciroatlon on tha social order of chick-

ens was initially raportad 1^ SohJeXderup-Sblia . Althoagh his

accounts war* atPkad with anthropdmdi^isms , his conclusions have

been conflnnad by others. In one of his many articles (1955), he

described the effects produced when strange hans ware added to a

confined group which had dsTelopad a social order.

Sehjeldorup»Ebbe (19,^5) based the avian hierarchy on what

he called peckrights, in vdiich the relative position of each ):»n

is determined by the number of birds it pecks. The truly domi-

nant bird pecks all in its flock without being pecked in return,

and the bottom bird is pecked by all. 1%te peeks are usually

delivered on the head, aa an attack on the individual. The in-

tensity of such blows varies from hard paoln^ idileb nay draw

blood, to thoae which are undelivered and aoattltute a threat to

peck or bluffing. Soatatimas sounds of a threatening nature ara

sufficient to cauae a han to give way to an aggreasive flockmate*



A definite soolal pattern among hens is revealed trtien care-

ful tatmlatlona are made of Individuals In these attaoka

(Schjslderup-Sbbe, 1956). In email flocks th» boss hen usually

9»oked all in her flock without being pecked in return. Another

hen peeked none and was pecked by all the others in the pen.

Biitveen these SKtePMMa tiam renuiinfler can be ranked in an order

in aocordanee with the nodMr of birds each peeks. The hen doing

the pecking is dominant over, or superior to, the subordinate or

inferior one vdiich she pecks. Among poultrymen the behavior is

called "bossism". In very small flocks the hens may be ranked

in straight-line order of dominance, but pecking "triangles" may

occur in some flocks. For example, the number five hen may peck

the number six; six nay peck seven, which in turn may peek five.

Such triangles are eo§Bmon in large flocks and nay be found at any

level in the peck order. A given ranking may persist unohaoged

for months in small flocks*

Plsehel (1927) made a distinction between open and closed

orders upon the basis of the sise of the flock. In flocks of five

hundred birds, it is possible in so large a flock that birds

eould enter it without going throtigh the formal introduction

process such as is necessary when a bird enters a closed order

(sasall) flock. The basis for this may well be the limits of the

capacity of the individual birds to remember so many other birds.

Colliaa (194S, 1944) observed that when strange birds were

brought together for the first tinie, fights occurred between the

individuals until a decision was reached, but not infrequently



•MM »ubiritt«d patsitraly* Upon the outcome of thfistt Initial

paiiH.oontacts the social order vas baaed ^^ as a defeated bird

avoids the hens to whom she lost In the introductory contest.

Sinee heos avoid certain individuals and peck others with

l^tiplarlty. It Is obvious that hens can recognize each other

•

The birds recognised their penmates by features of the head, such

AS the comb (Allee, et al., 1939)

•

A separation of one, two, or three days laade no difference

for full-grown birds (when both are full grown) j they recognized

each other again as human beinge do (Sehjelderup-^be, 1956),

Four or six days, however, may laake a noticeable difference and

«• soon come to a critical point. Separation of a little over a

week »ay bo enough to aalce the birds quite uncertain, hesitation

characterizing their attitude toward each other (the first ob-

jective iodioation of the weakening of recognition). After a

••paration of a fortnight or three weeks, birds usually showed no

signs of recognition of other birds of the same species*

When eosibe were eurgically removed (Quhl, 1945) from the hens,

they were attaclOTd as strangers upon return tc their pens the

•econd day after the operation. A control was isolated concur-

rently for the Mone period of time with each of the dubbed birds,

and in each test was not attacked when it aimultanooitsly rejoined

its flock with the operated peasuite. There appeared to be a

lirilt tc the number of individuals each can rwsMNaber, as tfao

laembers of large flocks aeeoed to find it more difficult to become

well acquainted (Chihl, 1953). In a flock of 100 hens, back-peeks



v»re not uzummmmi and occasional brief fi|:^t8 occurred,

was •000 «¥fdence that wmmary aay be of shorter duration

in large flocks. Vamoirj and habit, therefore, tended to atabilisa

tha peck order through social inertia. In agreement with theaa

observations is the fact that the social order was more stable In

•BMill flocks of hens than in large groups*

It is known, from experiarentation, that the hena are not

aware of social ranks (Ouhl, 1942). No indications have been

found that there is any leadership associated with high rank.

Apparently the peck-order is not an end in itself, but serves as

a social pattern by maana of which these aggressive animals raay

learn to give and take and consequently nay be able to live as a

flock (Gfuhl and Allee, 1944). The significance of this social

order organization has two major aapeetst (1) May high social

rank be associated with survival values frcan the viewpoint of

the individuals? (2) Does an organized flock display any group

advantages as compared with an unorgsnizec" or less-integrated

group? /-•^.,.

It has baais ^emh ^ laaure and Allee (19M) and Colllas

(1944) that birds ranking high in the social order had precedence

to food, and displayed greater freadoan of the p9n, Hena from the

upper half of the social organisation laid more eggs than their

less aggressive penmates (Sanctuary, 19S2).

Sanctuary (1952) experimented with the shifting of hens from

pen to pen. He found that when all the birds placed! into r.n

empty pen were strangers to aaeh other, ©sly a twm wnt out of



production. When the hens which were moved Into a pen of estab-

lished hens outnumhered the residents, only about on«»fourth

entered a pause; but the Introduction of a few birds into an

established pen resulted in a cessation of laying by nearly all

of the outxBoaAmmd. nevecaoers* Be eonoluded: "The nearer th«

•eodition approaches that of one bix^ entering an established pen

as a stranger, the larger the percentage of birds so Introduced

that will be thrown out of production."

(hihl and Allee (1944) demonstrated the value of social or*

SanlEatlon to the flock as a whole* The scheme was to contrast

an organised group to one which lacked organization values. In

akiog the tests, the birds were arran??ed at randon. "Three

flocks of seven each were allowed to establish and maintain a

peck order. In the fourth flock, the longest XHisident was re»

placed dally from a group of isolated hens." After twenty-ons

days of isolation, the alternates met former flockmates as

strangers and this caused the peck oirder to be in a continual

state of flux. The control birds psoked each other less and con*

•msd more feed than did the experimental birds | that is, after

the initial period when they established their own social order.

Controls maintained body wei^t while the experlmentals showed

a fairly eonsistent loss. Controls laid more eggs than the

alternated birds*

According to Sanctuary (1932), there was no marked differ-

ence in egg production by different individuals iftien all hens in

ttas flock lisre relative strangers j but when a strange hen or hens

»4 '\a\



were Introduced Into e flock of acquainted hens, the newcomer*

ehowed a reduced rate of egg^lajlng and some even ceased to lay

for the time being. Sanctuary also has evidence that hens low in

the social order may not realise their full potentiality in egg

production*

«TH0D3 ASQ MATSRIAIS

Thlf study Is actually a continuation of the experiment con-

ducted by Sanctuary (19,'52)j however, one of the major differences

was the number of chickens that were used in the experiments.

Saiifttuary used fewer birds. In this experiment, four giwups of

fifty pullets each were used, making a total of two hundred.

One of the objects of this experirrent was to see the effects

that these shifts had on the amount of feed consumed, and how this

in turn was related to egg production* Sanetuary, in his experi*

»ent, did not consider feed consumed, nor the relationship be-

tween this and egg production*

The effects of these shifts on body weight was another fac-

tor considered. This was inportant when considering the relation-

ship in the amount of feed consumed to the weights of the birds

at the termination of %i» experiment; that is, to see if the birds

used the feed to maintain body weight and egg pvodtaetion, or only

body weight. If used only to maintain body weight, this would

prove to be an effect of the shifting.

A different strain of birds was used in this experiment

those used by Sanctuary. i>urini;; this more recent experl^jent

••!'
;



only one breed ftzid one stx^in was used, whereac Sanetuary used

vmay breada and atrali« »hlle conducting his study.

Two hundrad White Leghorn pullets reared on the ICanaaa State

College Poultry Farm ware randcralaod into four lots of fifty each.

They were housed on October 9, 1953. Collection of data bagan

October 16, 195S, allowing eight days as a period of adjustment.

During this tline the birds became acquainted with each other.

The experlmant terminated May 28, 1954, or 52 waeka later. The

birds were waif^ed at the beginning and at the end of the st\Tdy.

itoabered and colored wing badges were put on each bird. A

different color was used for each pen, and the mmbara ware frosi

one to fifty in each group. Pen A had red badges | Pen B (control),

white I Pen C« green; and Pen D, yellow. The inside measurasMnt

of each pen was 15.5 by 14 feet.

The original plan was to have four periods of el^t waeln

••9ll« ^evaver, as the experiment progressed, the plan was changed

so as to have six periods, not necessarily of the same length*

As can be seen in Table 1, the column entitled "waaka"

refers to the number of weeks that the birds ware together without

being shifted. As can be seen, the first three periods ware of

eight weeks each, but the roTiaining periods were shorter and not

of equal length. The laat givea the datea for each period; for

axaaple, period two was from Dacambar 12, 195? until February 5,

X954, incluaive, V- " ^
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Table X. Beginning, of, and final date for aaeh period.

Period I tengtb of periedi Datea

8 nooks

8 noeka

8 oooko

f vecks and 4 daya

2 weeks and 6 days

2 weeks and 4 days

Oct, 16-Dec, 11, 1953

Dec. 12-Feb, 5, 1965

Feb. 6-Aprll 2, 1954

April 5-April 20, 1954

April 21-May 10, 1954

May 11-May 28, 1954

Five shifts were made during the 2K2 weeks of the experiment.

Period one refers to the period of adjustment for the individual

birds. During this first ei|B^t»woek»period none of the pullets

were shifted; all the birds at that time were strangera to each

other, and peck-orders were being established in all four pons*

The shifting plan that was followed can be seen in Table 2,

Thle table shows the six periods, indicating that the birds were

shifted five times. Ho shifts wore made in period one, Thia
I

table ahovs ttit vlng teAge number and color of all the birds

shifted tlifWitfHWl tlis entire study, and also into «diich experi-

mental pen they were moved. Ho birds were moved either to or

from the control pen, iriiich was Pen B, Due to sons deaths, the

msaber of birds shifted varied from pen to pen. This table does

not show the exact number of birds that were shifted each tlTne,

but the umbers 1-25 are listed in this manner for simplicityi

therefore, flock composition is not exactly as shown in this

table.
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The coi*rected figures for the total number of birds for the

last period arei Pen A, 42j Pen B (control), 46 1 Pen C, 42; and

Pen D, 41* As shown in Table 5, six chiclcens vith red wing

iMidf^s died during the experiirient, ten with green badges, eight

with yellow badges, and only four with white badges. The mor-

tality totals for each pen during each period and also the grand

total of mortality is sihowa in Table 5« Deaths appeared to be

more or leas at random whether considered by pen, period, or

badge color.

On May 10 all the birds that irore originally started to-

githMP) that is, all three experimental pens ended up tor^ether.

They were, however, in different pens.

Soeial behavior was observed after w*fH*ig eaeh shift*

There was much fighting for an hour or more between the permanent

residents and the neveoMsrs* Peck-orders were not determined, as

this would have required more time than was available for ont

person* The formula for determining the number of peeking eom*

binations, dominance relationships. Is as follows: n^ -. n

According to this formula, a total number of 1,225 pecking com-

binations per flock would be the result* To work out the peck-

order probably would have required over 20,000 observed pecks

per pen} therefore, only a general observation of behavior was

noted*

All the birds in all three experimental groups were moved

at least one time, the result being that all the birds of one

color wing badge ended up together*
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A record of feed ooneumptlon was tnade until the last thre«

weeks, at nhich tlnw it was noted that there was exeeeeitre

billing of the feed from the trou^a* It was irrpoaslble to get

an accurate figure because of this, so the feed nelghlngs were

terminated. Uaah and grain were recorded separately, but were

added together for total consumption. The feed was weighed once

each week.

Egg records were kept throughout the entire study. Only

smrketable eggs were recorded; that is, soft-shell or broken

•l^s in the nests were not counted. A daily egg record was kept

for eaeh pen. Group records wsre kept so as to show rarlations

when the birds were shifted, and also to enable the author to

treat the data statistically.

RSSULti

Reoent experizoente have shown that when birds were mixed}

that is, when strangers were introduced into a flock, extreme ten-

sion was shown. Social stress and tension were observed at the

tins of the introduction of the strangers into the pen, as shown

in PLATS I.

In this study, the noiaber of strange birds and the nomber of

birds in the home flock were ai^n'OKimtely equal. In all experi-

mental pens the strangers at first collected in a group apart

from the hcmo flock; but irtien a strange bird ai^>eared in their

vicinity, almost all of the h<»ie flock adopted an aggressive at*

titiide. When two or more home birds began to fight siiuultaneously



EXPLANATION OF PLATE I

Social stress and tension were observed after the

Introduction of strangers into the pen. Alertness and

raising of the hackles were also observed. There was a

tendency Immediately after the shift , for the newcomers

to go to a corner in an attempt to be secluded from the

resident birds.
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with a strange bird. It appeared that the home flock handed to-

gether against the strange blrdj however, ttls was a false con-

elusion, as each of the native birds was fighting against her own

enemy. On numerous occasions it was observed that when two birds

had a violent antipathy toward a third inferior bird, both began

to chase the third bird. At such tiisea it appeared that these

birds were behaving cooperatively. In reality, both birds had

the aaae bird for an individual ean&y and this caused the appear-

ance of cooperative fighting. If one of these despots was ab-

sent, the other continued the battle.

The manner in which the strangers and the hcaae fleck reacted

to each other was very interesting to the author, es well as to

the assisting observers. The typical behavior observed in the

three experiiaental pens when strangers were added was as follows i

the strangers appeared to be the most aggressive and did the

aiajor part of the threatening! in some oases, because they were

in unfamiliar quarters, the strange hens frequently darted about

when pursued by the resident birds

»

The original plan for the shifting of the birds that was to

be followed was changed in the middle of the experir.ent. Eight-

week-oeriods suggested ccanplete adjusttaent. The original plan

was to make three shifts, moving twenty-five or one-half of the

birds each time. A different twenty-five birds would be moved

at each shift. The period between the shift was to be eight

weeks. As the experiment progressed, the time that the birds

were together was reduced , This was done primarily to see if a
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fhorter period that the birds wep« together would hare an effect

on the results. PremoMibly, the birds would have less tiioe to

becone vell-integrated socially*

Bgg Production

It may be obserred fron Fig, 1 that very little variation

existed between the experimental pens aiui the control pen. In-

creases and decreases occurred at approxiaately the same periods*

Rgg production increased the first three weeks of the experiment,

then decreased until the tenth week at which time an increase was

taking place. There was a tremendous decline in egg production

during the fifteenth to the seventeenth ten-day-periods (I'arch 10

to March 20) of the experiment. This decrease was due to a

respiratory disorder. As the birds recovered, egg production in-

creased -until this study wt« taminated.

Total agg production per pen for each period varied very

slightly as shown in Table 4. The means for the experimental

pens and the control pen can also be seen in that table*

Data summarized in Table 5 shew that experimental pens A and

D had e higher egg production of 5*72 per cent and S*0 per cent

»atpactively than the control pfm, Experimental pen C had an

average egg production of 1.19 per cent lower than the control

pen. The "T" value obtained between the experimental pens and

the control pen were as follows i A and B, 0*961; C and B, 0.19;

and D and B, 0.474. These values were not statistically sig-

nificant (P « 0.05),
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Table 5. Significance of the difference between the means In
percentage production, baeed on number of eggs laid
dharlng each of 21 10-day aumraariee per pen.
(Oct. SI, 195? to May 20, 1954)

t t Mean tstandard t Mean : t

Ccnrpariaon t ?r t (^) tdeviatlontdifference: T *
,

^

'lonsig-
5.7S 0.9608 nlfleant

Pen A
Pen B*

21
81

65 .ae
60.14

+ 14.8
+ 16.8

Pen C
Pen B*

21
21

58.96
60.14

+ 18.9

1 16 -Q

Pen D
Pen B*

21
n

65.14
60.14

+ 15.3
+ 16.8

1.19 0.19
Vonslg*
nifleant

Noneig-
3.00 0.474 nlfleant

Control group.

Tbe effeet on egg production by the shifting of approzisaitely

equal OHltaK of birds between the experiii»iil*l |*Bt and the con-

trol pen, was not harmful as can be seen in Fig. 1. There was

BOBxe variation between the experimental pens and the control pen

during the periods. At the termination of this study there was

no significant difference shown between the experimental pens and

the control oen.

F««d Consumption

fhs feed consumption in each of the four pens followed a

very sinilar pattern as is shown in Fig. 2. Tbs downward trends

that appeared during weeks four, ten, and thirteen were at-

tributed to variable weather conditions that were i»«ir«lent

during; those weeks. It was very cold, 20° F., during the fourth

week, Noveaber @« 19o5} and during the later two, December 21,
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1953 and Jenuary 11, 1954, the temperature was 19° P, and 14° F.,

respectively.

The largest drop In feed coiwramptlon In all fo\ir pens oc-

curred during the twenty-fifth week, April 1, 1954, and it was

attributed to a respiratory disease.

Data suBBoarized in Table 6 show the avam^ weekly feed con*

•UBtption for each pen. <vhen strangers were introduced into a

pen, soelal stress and tension in the form of fighting and avoid-

ance were observed. Some individuals were unable to eat normally

during this adiustraent period. This would lead one to suspect

variation in feed consumption after shifting. The "T" values ob-

tained with regard to feed consumption between pens A and B was

1.179; between pens C and B, 1,376 j and between pens D and C,

0.149. None of the differences between the mean of the control

and each of the experimental pens was statistically significant

(Table 6).

Table 6. Significance of the difference between the »eans of the
pens in total feed constmed per hen per pen per week.
Feed was weighed frcra Oct. 24, 1953 to April 26, 1954.

Comparisont N
t Mean
t ( pounds

)

: Standard :

Jdeviation:
Mean : :

difference: T t P

Pen A^
Pen B*

29
29

199.8965
193.6896

+ 37.6
± 39.1

Nonsig-
6.2069 1.199S nlficant

Pen C
Pen B*

29
29

200.2413
193.6896

+ 26.2
+ 39.1

Nonslg-
6.5517 1.3758 nifioant

Psn D^
Pen B*

29
29

192.7586
193.6896

+ 34.9
+ 39.1

Honsig-
0.9310 0.14896 nificant

* Control pen.
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SoBW Of the variation from week to week between the experi-

mental pene and the control pen oay have been due to Inaccuraciee

in obtaining a oeasure of the feed consumed. At the terminaticai

of the study the difference between the total amount of feed con-

fftaed per pen between the experimental nens and the control pen

was not significant. One can conclude from this that the shift-

ing of equal or nearly equal numbers of birds has very little

effect on the total WMwnt of feed that was consumed per pen

during this experiment. Scane of the minor variations that oc-

curred during the course of the experiment are shown In Fig, 2,

and these may be attributed to the variable weather conditions

that were mentioned earlier in this diseussion.

W9Aj Wsl^ft

The data sumrnarized in Table 7 showed that In all pens the

birds weighed more at the conclusion of the study than at the

start.

Table 7, Significance of the difference between the means of
the pens in gain in body weight. Birds were weighed
at the beginning and the termination of the experlm«nt.

•
*

OSBiparison: M
t Mean
J (pounds

: Standard : Mean i

) tdeviationidifferencet T
t

t P

Pen A
Pen B*

45
45

0.65
0.70

+ 0.116
2 0.250 0,06 0.01

":onsig«.

nificant

Pen C
Pen B*

41
45

0.66
0.70

+ 0.069
+ 0,250 0.05 0.81

lions ig-
nificant

Pen D
Pen B*

48
45

0.60
0.70

0.82S
+ 0.^50 0.20 3.4

Less than
0,01»*

Controls

•

A p-value of 0.05 or less Indicates the difference between
the means is statistically signifleant.
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The birds In p«n D ahowed the least gain in weight while th«

birds in pen B (control pen) ahowd the greatest increase In

waight (0.70 lb,). The birds in pens A and C showed the saaa

walght gain of 0.66 pound.

No significant differeneea were found between pen C and the

control v^^ wit^ regard to increase in body weight. A "T" value

of 0.01 was obtaiiK^d between pen A and the control pen, and a

alue of 0,84 was obtained between pen C and the control pen, B.

A aignifleant "T" value (r^.4) was obtained between pen D and

tba control pen B with regard to increase in body waight. Al-

thoui^h statistically aignifleant, this difference should not b#

taVren too seriously, as the difference between experimental pens

A, C, and D as well as between B, A, and C were not significantly

different. Also there was a high coefficient of variation

(44,6 per cent) in pen D, indicating that considerable variation

existed in that pen which could have had soaae effect on the re-

sults. The difference between the means with regard to weight

gftia*d between experiment and control pens is shown in Table 7.

iiln in 3ody Weights

It aay be concluded here, as with egg production and feed

consumption, that the shifting plan that was followed throughout

this study had little effect on the smount of ^in in body weight

between the experimental pens and t^e control pen* Although

there was a statistically significant dlfferenoe tietimaa experi-

mental pen D and the control pen B, there were no other
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significant differences between the ether pens. fm'S, the con-

trol pen, showed the greatest xa«an increase in body weight.

It may be concluded from the above results, that the shift-

ing of equal or nearly equal nuBabers of birds has very little,

if any effect on the overall sgg {production, amoxmt of feed con-

MBied, and the gain in body weight. If birds jauat bo shifted, a

similar plan should be followed as was had t^rtmsfmit this study,

DISCU5SICK

Differences in egg production between the exr>erlmental pens

and the control pen did not prove to be statistically sigr^ifi-

cant. The experimental pens that were being shifted laid as

well as the control pen; however, it appeared that tha drop in

production of the control pen was not as sharp as the experi-

mental pens when varied weather conditions occurred*

The differences between the means in ths ioaount of feed

•ontmed per hen per week among th« sxpsx^iasntal pens emd ths

control pen were very slight. This indicated that the shifting

of the birds had very little effect on food conanaptlon. It

must be >s—stbsred , however, that this experiment was conducted

on a very conservative basis. The nunbers of birds introduced

( straniE^srs ) were approximately equal to the number in the psa

(residents). The feed consuEption pattern of the experimantaX

pens and the control pen were relatively similar*

Ml the experimental pens and the control pen showed a gain

in wsii^t, A significant difference was found between one of the
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three experimental pens and the control pen. This should not he

considered seriously, hecause the differences hetween the three

experltT!ent«l pens as well as between these two and the controls

were not statistically significant.

This experiment is in agreement with the finding of

Sanctuary (1932) that the shifting of equal or nearly equal nam-

iNirt of birds as far as egg production is concerned will not re-

sult in hamfxil effects. However, Sanctuary's conclusion that if

unequal numbers of birds were shifted, social stress and tension

would be increased to causs dstriasntal effects was not tested.

Whereas r>anotuax>y used more than one breed and one strain, and

in small numbers of each, the experiment reported here utilised

only one strain of one breed, and a much more adequate number of

individuals was used* Due to those major differences, the re-

sults found could be viewed from a more critical standpoint,

SmOURY AND COHCLIfSIOBS

An experiment was conducted to study the effects of dis-

ruption caused by the shifting of equal numbers of birds on

social behavior and egg production. The results obtained weret

1. Sgg jfxroducticn was not affected by the shifting of the

birds; when analysed statistically, the difference between tlam

swans proved to be very slight,

2, The shiftijog q£ %b» birds seensd to Imlto little or no

effect on the amount of f(l«<3 eonsuasd between the expeiritmsnt«l

pens and the control pen» ,



3, An increaae In body weight with the birds weighiag mee9

at the conclusion of the experiment was observed within each of

the four p«iui«

4« A significant difference of 0,20 pounds existed in

favor of the control pen over experimental pen D for the differ-

ence in body weight. However, no statistically significant

differences existed with regard to this factor between the con-

trol pen and the other experimental pens*
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The purpose of this experiment was to study some of the

effects of shifting equal or nearly equal numbers of birds be-

tween pens. In social behavior and egg production.

Pour groups of 50 birds each were used; three of which were

used as experlmentals and one as a control. All of the birds in

each pen had colored wing badges with numbers on them, ^ach

group's wing badges were numbered froia one to fifty. One-half

of each experimental group was shifted each time, that is, birds

with badge numbers 1-25 were shifted one time, and numbers S6-60

were shifted the next time. The following results were obtained

j

1. Differences in egg production between the experimental

pens and the control pen did not prove to be statistically sig-

nificant. Egg production was not affected by the shifting of

equal or nearly equal numbers of birds. Differences between the

means proved to be very slight.

2. The shifting plan that was followed In this experiment

showed very little effect on the total amount of feed consumed

by each group. Differences between the means of the three ex-

perimental pens and the control pen did not prove to be statis-

tically significant.

3. All three experimental pens and the control pen showed

a gain In body weight. A statistically significant mean differ-

ence of 0,20 pounds existed In favor of the control pen over one

experimental pen for the difference In gain In body weight,

Btowever, the differences between the three experimental pens aa

well as between these two and the control, were not statistically
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significant.

The above results indicate that the shifting of equal or

nearly equal niunbers of birds has very little, if any effect,

on the over-all egg production, amount of feed consumed, and the

gain in body weight. These results also show that if birds must

be shifted, a similar shifting pattern should be followed as was

carried out in this study.


